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 Deteriorated quality of feature in the propagation process of the neural network

 Traditional detectors utilize information within one region proposal

 Hard for traditional detectors to identify a small object



⚫ Prevalent detectors only focus on 

local information near an object’s 

region of interest within the image. 

Usually an image contains rich

spatial relation information 

including context and object 

relationships.

⚫ Previous detectors ignore the 

semantic relation information 

including global correlations and 

important dependencies between 

labels which require to be inferred 

from knowledge beyond a single 

image.

Ignoring these information inevitably places constraints on the accuracy of objects 

detected. Therefore, we study the following problem:

How to capture more semantic relation and spatial relation

information during training?
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⚫ Causes of Constraints on the Accuracy

 Ignoring glocal semantic relation information 

 Ignoring local spatial relation information

 Hard for traditional detector to identify a small object

Contributions

⚫ Our Solution: Dual Graph Network

✓ capture global semantic relation information

✓ capture local spatial relation information

✓ The ability to detect small objects can be significantly 

improved
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 Traditional detectors focus only on the information around one region proposal

 They only propagate the visual features of the objects in the network

 Ignoring the key relation in labels and images

 Hard for these detectors to identify a small object
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Quantitative Results on VOC



Quantitative Results on MS COCO

The ability to detect small objects can 

be significantly improved !



Qualitative results

More precise bounding box !

More objects are detected: small, occluded, and indistinct !



Conclusion

⚫ Relation R-CNN 

✓ The semantic relation network is proposed to capture the global semantic 

relations in labels. the detector can find more objects, and the ability to detect 

small objects and occluded objects can be significantly improved

✓ The spatial relation network is proposed to capture the local spatial relations 

between objects in images. It can make the detection box more accurate and 

reasonable

✓ Relation R-CNN has more advantages, better robustness, and better generalization 

ability than other advanced methods. This makes the detector more consistent with 

human visual perception



Thanks for watching !


